Technical Product Bulletin
Doc Number:

TSB001

To:

All Sales Staff

From:

Chris Babcock

CC:

Dennis Johnson

Date:

2/18/2016

Re:

Single lap vs. Double lap on ¾ and 7/8 Corrugated

Issue:

Concerning the issue regarding single lap vs. Double lap. Previously discussed was the
issue of siphoning caused by the single lap. “Per our conversation about the 7/8 corrugated

concerning a single rib dual rib overlap. I spoke with an engineer about the idea brought up of going
with a single rib overlap vs dual rib overlap. The concern he has with a single rib overlap is with snow
and ice sitting on the roof and weeping in-between the overlap causing syphoning over the underlap
rib.
After discussing the engineers concerns with Dennis he decided to continue using the dual rib overlap
on roof applications and single rib overlap on the wall application. With this all of our current
documentation will remain in effect.”
Resolution:

A single lap can be used on a pitch 4/12 or greater provided A.) the installation includes
the use of a minimum 3/8” Butyl tape at the peak of the first rib, and B.), you must
include Stitching at 24” o.c. along the panel joint with a #12 x ¾” fasteners (painted
head) or a #14 x 2” stainless for the A606 panels. This is to break the weeping or siphon
effect as well as protect the rib from wind driven or water driven force
.

Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sales Topic

1.

2.
Attachment:

In the condition of a 3/12 or less pitch, the double lap and mastic combination
must still be observed, NO EXCEPTIONS.
This may add to the cost of installation from both a labor and additional
materials standpoint. Additionally, the mastic material has a life span to
consider as well.
Be advised this will also potentially cause minor gapping at the adjoining seams
edge. See “Sales Topic #1” in this bulletin for tips on avoiding this concern.
The use of any bituminous or silicon product would be advised against due to
product telescoping in extreme heat and creating an appearance issue as well
as potential early failure.
A form is in development for your sales order and obtain a signature from your
customer at the time of sale if they choose this product option to acknowledge
this application and to avoid any warranty issue. Contractors signatures will be
kept on file acknowledging this change.
Bridger Steel has two features including a 5° Overbend on the outside rib that
helps the overlap and seaming of each panel, and Bridger Steels exclusive AntiSyphon groove on each panel giving the product additional assurance against
failures due to the elements.
Our suggestion is to maintain the double rib overlap if there is any question or
uncertainty regarding this option.
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Metal to metal high quality sealing
tape…that really stays in place.
Versatile
• Mastix is a trimmable end lap sealing tape that
joins metal to metal, and seals around windows,
doors, roof vents, stacks, access doors and other
penetration points.
Prevents product telescoping.
• Mastix superior adhesive keeps the product roll
intact and non-telescoping, even on hot days.
Keeps metal roofing panel in place
• Apply Mastix to a hot metal roofing panel. It will
stay put, while you place the panel. No melting,

oozing adhesive allowing panels to slide and
making your installation harder.
Non-staining, permanently flexible.
• Mastix won’t stain, and it stays flexible, making it
the perfect adhesive tape for almost every metal
roof application.
Sizes Available
Size
3/32 x 3/8 x 45
3/32 x ½ x 45
3/32 x ¾ x 45
3/32 x 1 x 45

Rolls / Case
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Technical Characteristics
Chemical Product and Company Identification
Product Name:....................... Mastix™ Butyl Tape
Chemical Name:..................... Isobutylene
Chemical Family:................... Butyl Mixture
Health Hazard:........................ 0-Minimal
Flammability Hazard:............. 0-Minimal
Reactivity Hazard:................... 0-Minimal
Hazardous Identification
• Based on data available to Marco Industries, none of the components
in this product are considered hazardous according to OSHA Hazard
communication Standard 29CFR 1910,1200.
• The Composition of this mixture is proprietary information. In the event
of a medical emergency, compositional information will be provided to a
physician or nurse.
Fire Hazards
Flash Point: .......................... >400˚F (204˚C)
Method:.................................. Pensky Marten closed cup

Extinguishing Media:	������������ Dry chemical, Carbon dioxide, Foam, Water
Special Fire-Fighting
Procedures:	��������������������������� Large quantities of water will extinguish.
Do not enter confined space without proper
protective equipment.
Hazardous Combustion
Products:................................ Carbon monoxide. Carbon dioxide.
Physical and Chemical Properties
Volatile (WL)%:...................... 0
Solubility in Water:................. Insoluble
Specific Gravity (H20=1):...... 1.59-1.64
Evaporation Rate:................... Not applicable
Appearance:........................... Soft, pliable gum
Color:..................................... Q-126
Q-126BB
Q-126-10
Odor:...................................... None

Off-white to gray
Black
Off-white to gray

Mastix™ represents yet another Marco Industries technological development in bringing you
innovative, higher quality, and more economical products for the building industry.

To order: 1.800.800.8590 | MarcoIndustries.com | info@MarcoIndustries.com

Marco Industries Corporate: 9410 E. 54th Street | Tulsa, OK 74145 | 1.800.800.8590 | Fax: 1.918.622.4536
MPC0911

Marco Industries Canada: 1632 Broder Street | Regina, Sask S4N 7K1 | 1.866.244.7573 | Fax: 1.306.775.0072
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To:

Bridger Steel Sales Staff (All)

From:

Chris Babcock

CC:

Dennis Johnson, Technical Bulletin File

Date:

3/4/2016

Re:

TPB #02 Dissimilar Materials and the use of Class B or C Shakes, or composition shingles shakes.

Issue:

Customers are seeing corrosion and failure in roofing products using Class B or C Fire Resistant
wood shakes or Composition shingles, and topical fire treatment products in combination with metal
roofs. Failures are occurring at 2-10 years from the time of installation and are occurring where the
shingled roof runs off onto, or is in contact with this material. This includes both Painted galvanized
product and Bonderized material, and all bare metal products.

Resolution:

We are beginning to see a chemical reaction from the Class B & C shingles and Shakes as well as
class composition shingles and shakes on its underlayment, flashings, and subsequent roof run offs
from upper roof planes.
Because of proprietary and patented formulas protected by the industry, the chemical compositions of
the retardants used for the fire protection of these products have been largely protected. The largest
contributor to the chemical composition in fire retardation formulas is Phosphoric acid in the 10-40%
range, which is released continually from the product causing the corrosion. This includes pressure
treated or topical treatments. With any direct contact, water or snow runoff, the acids are carried and
react quickly on any surface areas that have been compromised by micro scratches or abrasions in
the installation of the product, or if allowed to sit, act directly on the surface of a protected panel.
Bridger Steel does not recommend the use of any flashings or metal roofing products in
painted galvanized metal, galvanized metal, or bare metal products including copper as
suggested by the Shake and Shingle Bureau, or any of the Class B or C fire rated products
that potentially contain the fire retardant’s mentioned in this memo. We are currently
investigating the use of stainless steel in this application, but it has not been approved for use
at this time. In any case where these dissimilar materials have a direct or indirect contact with
either the painted metal product or Bonderized materials, or bare metal product, any
applicable warranties on materials provided by Bridger Steel will be voided in these instances.
Prior approval of any products with these similar conditions must be made by Bridger Steel to
observe any applicable warranties.

Notes:

Sales Topic

The use of a non-treated roofing material that do not have a chemically applied treatment, are
excluded from this. In fact, approved roofing products perform well with the AZ50 and G90 products
with approved fasteners and flashings and underlayment’s.



Attachment:

Be sure you tell your clients or verify this condition on projects that you are sending out.
Clients need to know there will be no warranty where this condition exists.
If in question about dissimilar materials, please consult before the sale of any of these
conditions.

See the attached photos below that we received from one of our suppliers that was asked to inspect
the conditions as described above.

P a g e |2

This Photo is of a product claim that shows the effect of accumulated acids that have deteriorate the
edge of a Bonderized roofing product. As a result of this, a replacement claim was denied.

This Photo represent the same claim, the valley flashing where the acid has deteriorated the panels
to left, and the valley flashing. The panels on the right do not have a roof overflow with the class B
fire retardant shingle.
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To:

Bridger Steel Sales Staff (All)

From:

Chris Babcock

CC:

Dennis Johnson, Technical Bulletin File

Date:

3/8/2016

Re:

TPB #03 S-5® Clamps on bare metal products or Truten™ Products.

Issue:

Inside Sales brought an interesting question to the table. Does the cast aluminum block in the S-5®
Blocks for mounting snow breaks onto roofing panels have a dissimilar metal reaction on our
Truten™ material?

Resolution:

The answer from S-5® Technical Support is NO, this product does not create a degrading or
signifigant chemical reaction from the two dissimilar materials. While this is contrary to our stance on
the review of dissimilar materials, the findings are stated below.
The S-5® Aluminum block acts as a ¹sacrificial anode when attached to a steel product. The ¹nobility
of the two metals is such a low variance that while there is some ¹galvanic reaction, the result is one
of two items when attached to bare metal or Truten™ product; 1: Some appearance of white rust will
be evident where the block contacts the material, but will not continue to degrade. 2. There is some
rusting that will occur where the stainless steel set screw dimples the rib it is attached to, but is
negligible as the product itself rusts. To summarize, the product will not degrade during the lifespan
of the roofing product. ¹A dielectric paste can be applied under the block prior to installation to ensure
the separation of the two materials.
The S-5® product is completely compatible with painted or unpainted G-90 galvanized steel, bare or
painted Aluminized, Galvalume and, Zincalume. Of course, they are also compatible with aluminum
(painted, bare or anodized) and also compatible with titanium-zinc products.
The only product that S-5® does not recommend for use with the aluminum block is copper. This will
cause a rapid deterioration of the Block and copper panel. There is a Brass block made by them in a
few selected profiles only.

Notes:

1. For additional information of the Sacrificial Anodes, the Nobility of materials, Galvanic
Reaction, or the use of dielectric paste, please contact Product Support.

Sales Topic




Attachment:

Please carefully review the correct S-5® Block to match Bridger Steels panel profiles which
include corrugated material.
Review your project carefully to inspect any additional conflicts with dissimilar materials
issues that conflict.

See the profiles available from S-5® to make sure you match the correct block to our panel profiles.

